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Preface
Are those cute looking goats big destroyers of the environment by
eating like voracious animals? Tourist and citizen of Aruba may think
goats look cute when wandering through the beautiful Arikok National
Park, Aruba. However, researchers have a different opinion about these
animals.
As a graduating student I was interested how those cute goats influence
nature. Thank you, Emil ter Horst (former director of the park) for giving
me the opportunity to research exactly this. I’m grateful you helped me
with all the necessary arrangements, so I could do my research in
Aruba. I also enjoyed the dinner with you and your wife; thank you
Yvon. I would like to thank other people of Arikok as well. Tatiana
Becker was always willing to help me with the content of my research. I
really enjoyed our conversations about travelling and the differences in
livestyles between Aruba and the Netherlands. Furthermore, I want to thank Sherman for organizing
the field trip to Bonaire and Curaçao and bringing back the books to the Netherlands. Last but not
least, I’m thankful for all the help and joy I received from all the kind rangers of Arikok! Especially
Ancho and Neo who showed me around in the park and made me feel welcome.
My time in Aruba was short, but I had a great time with my fellow student Henk Jan and his lovely
wife Allie. Thank you guys for all the fantastic dinners we had together, the wonderful conversations
we had and taking care of our rescue puppy Emilio. Without you, my time in Aruba would have been
less fun. Furthermore, I want to thank my ‘aunt and uncle’ for their hospitality. Thank you so much
Johana, Joost and the kids. I miss the sweet voice of Esmeralda and Joaquin’s playfulness.
I want to thank Jelmer Nijp for his help back in Wageningen. I had troubles with my data analyses and
he helped me through this process. Moreover, I’m thankful for the help of my supervisors, Klaas
Metselaar and Pim van Hooft. I really appreciate your time and comments that helped me with my
research. You were always patient with me and you were always willing to help me. You led me in
the right direction in order to finish my thesis.
Last but not least, I want to thank my family: My sister Marlies and her new born baby Vic for the
welcoming distraction and my other sister Kitty. She helped me with the writing process and listened
to my complaints and reassured me that it would become all fine. I want to thank especially my
parents Bert en Gerrie for giving me the opportunity to study. Thank you so much mom and dad! You
always believed in me during all those years of study. I’m happy you were there for me!
-

Babette Veerbeek, May 2016.
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Summary
Currently goats roam freely in Arikok National Park, Aruba. Case studies from around the
world showed how livestock influence vegetation growth and physical soil properties.
Livestock influences vegetation and soil by trampling and grazing. Trampling increases soil
bulk density and this affects the water infiltration rate. The herbivory causes vegetation
cover to decrease, which can lead bare soils to become vulnerable for wind and water
erosion. Since 1970’s it is known that goats cause overgrazing in the area of Arikok National
Park. In order to restore the landscape of the park, it is necessary to map the problem of
freely roaming goats.
The aim of this research was to examine the current goat population and if goats affect the
vegetation and soil in the national park of Aruba. To achieve this aim, the current goat
population was estimated by counting the fresh pellets at nine research locations. The
amount of pellets is then multiplied by 6.5 to assess the number of goats per km². After the
dung count, water infiltration rate was measured in six out of these nine locations. This was
done with a mini disk infiltrometer. While measuring infiltration rates, other soil properties
like soil texture, were observed at the locations. Furthermore, interviews were held with
field experts for information about the impact of goats on vegetation.
Afterwards, the collected data was analysed with help of computer programs ArcGIS and
SPSS. According to the goat dung count, the current goat population in the park is estimated
at 1465 goats. This means 0.43 goat per hectare. During interviews with van Buurt and Smitz,
it became clear that when the goat population in Christoffelpark, Curaçao was declined till
0.1 goat per hectare, the vegetation in the park started to regenerate.
The Kruskal Wallis test was used in SPSS to analyse the collected soil samples. It was tested if
different groups of a variable (soil texture, vegetation cover and goat pressure ) had a
significant effect on water infiltration rates. There was no statistically significant difference in
water infiltration rates between the different groups of the three variables. This means that
water infiltration rates did not significantly depend on differences in soil texture, vegetation
cover or goat pressure classes. This may well be due to limitations in the study design. More
extensive observations and more advanced statistical analyses that take into account
interactions between aforementioned variables may still show negative effects of goats on
soil and vegetation.
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“What is one man’s safety is another man’s destruction”
Robinson Crusoe

Daniel Defoe,

1. Introduction
Goats look friendly in nature, but are goats friendly to nature when they eat like voracious animals?
That is a question that is important to answer for the citizens and tourists of Aruba who enjoy nature.
Because conservation of the Aruban nature is important for the variety of fauna and flora species,
but also for human purposes such as education, recreation and ecosystem services.
The presence of goats and/or other livestock affects the environment, for example on vegetation and
soils. The presence of livestock influences the environment in three ways, namely by grazing, by
trampling and by excretion of faeces and urine (Hiernaux et al., 1999). Trampling influences soil
characteristics, because the soil is compacted by trampling which reduces water infiltration
(Mwendera &Mohamed Saleem, 1997). Grazing causes vegetation composition and cover to decline
and therefore soils become bare and more vulnerable to external influences. The consequence is
land degradation which in turn influences surface waters (e.g. more surface water runoff and thus
soil erosion (Zhou et al, 2010; Coughenour, 1991; Bilotta et al., 2007)).
Around 10,000 years ago goats were domesticated in the highlands of Western Iran (Zeder & Hesse,
2000). Goats are highly efficient mammals when it comes to their diet: they need low amounts of
water, they have a low metabolism and they are not critical about their food source (Campbell &
Donlan, 2005). Due to these traits goats can thrive under conditions which for many other herbivores
are unsuitable. These difficult conditions are found in semi-arid regions (Silanikove, 2000). Nowadays
goats can be found worldwide and are introduced by humans as a source of food. One of those
regions where goats thrive freely and under tough conditions is Aruba.
Currently goats and donkeys roam freely at the whole island of Aruba. This can lead to overgrazing,
which is the case in Arikok National Park (NP). As a result of overgrazing, vegetation in general
decreases but some plant species will remain and prosper. Examples of these plant species are
weedy and thorny species (Nooren, 2008). Goats do not only have impact on vegetation but also on
soil properties. Soil properties like infiltration rate, bulk density, soil moisture content and water
holding capacity are influenced by trampling of goats (Stavi et al., 2008). For example bulk density
can be increased because animal trampling compacts the soils (Van Haveren, 1983;Trimble and
Mendel, 1995). Beside changes in bulk density, soil compactions can also lead to changes in water
infiltration rates. In fact a higher soil compaction reduces the water infiltration into the soil (AbdelMagid et al., 1987; Fleischner, 1994; Gamougoun et al., 1984; Schlesinger et al., 1990). The increase
in bulk density and the decrease in water infiltration can lead to a more vulnerable soils which affects
vegetation cover (Coughenour, 1991; Bilotta et al., 2007).
Zhou et al. (2010) compared three types of grasslands: ungrazed grassland, continuously grazed
grassland and a trackway trampled by livestock grassland. This study tested if and how these
grasslands differ in soil physical characteristics, such as bulk density and water infiltration. The study
concludes that in the ungrazed grassland the bulk density was significantly lower than in the grazed
and trampled grasslands. Furthermore the water infiltration rate was significantly higher in the
ungrazed areas as it was for the grazed and trackway areas. Moreover the soil in the trackway area
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had the lowest water infiltration rates and the highest bulk density. Zhou et al. (2010) shows in this
study which effect livestock can have on soils and how trampling can decline soil physical
characteristics. Subsequently the deterioration of the physical soil characteristics can lead to soil
erosion.
Grazing leads to partially bare soils and this potentially leads to wind or water erosion. Erosion leads
to soil fertility loss and can subsequently result in a decrease in vegetation growth and cover(Zhou et
al., 2010; Schlesinger et al., 1990). This process makes the soils more vulnerable for more erosion
(Coughenour, 1991; Bilotta et al., 2007). Because less vegetation is available to slow down runoff
water, less infiltration will occur, resulting in a decrease in soil moisture (Morgan, 2005; Castellano
and Valone, 2007). Low soil fertility and water availability can lead to a decrease in vegetation cover
and this can subsequently result in further erosion; i.e. a vicious circle has established (Castellano &
Valone, 2007). It looks like this vicious circle is also noticed in Arikok NP park. Several erosion
features, such as gullies and sedimentation, are observed at places with low amount of vegetation.
When this possible mechanism continues Arikok NP will have a more degraded landscape.
Goats are non-selective grazers and therefore can eat almost all vegetation. As a result of
overgrazing, a landscape is created with monotonous vegetation patterns and large areas with bare
soils. Three plant species dominate the landscape of Arikok NP, namely Acacia Tortuosa (Locally:
Hubaba, English: Twisted acacia) (Arikok National Park, 2015-II) the Stenocereus Griseus (Local:
Cadushi, English: Mexican organ pipe) and the Opuntia Wentiana (Tuna; Prickly pear). Variation in
vegetation species is low and bare soils become vulnerable to erosion related problems. This is at the
expense of the status the national park has as a tourist destination.
Livestock in Arikok NP, goats in particular, influence the physical soil properties by trampling and by
herbivory. The soil becomes more compact due to trampling. This means that the bulk density
increases of the soil where the goats trample. The herbivory of the goats causes the vegetation cover
to decrease and ground surface cover is reduced (Stavi et al, 2008). The former affects the water
infiltration rate in soils and the latter affects the erodibility of soils by wind or water.
Denters (1979a) shows how vegetation cover in the park is influenced by human related activities. He
stated that vegetation cover in one area of the park declined from 417.8 ha in period of 1949-1957 to
85 ha in 1977. He indicates that this decline has multiple causes, such as mining activities, expanding
of the road network for touristic activities and overgrazing by goats and sheep. The problem of
overgrazing, vegetation cover decline and plant species richness decline is a permanent problem
according to previous research (Boersma, 1996; Hoogeslag, 1995).
Thus, it was already clear during the seventies that the presence of goats leads to overgrazing and its
related problems, in the ’90 this problem still occurred. Nowadays, 2016, the problem of overgrazing
is still existing. To solve the problem of freely roaming goats in the park and for future plans to
restore the landscape of the park more knowledge is needed on how goats influence the
environment in the park. To reach this objective the current goat population needs to be examined,
subsequently the effect of the presence of goats on soil and vegetation will be researched. This will
be done with the following research question: How does livestock grazing influence the soil and
vegetation of Arikok National Park, Aruba? To help to answer this main question the following sub
questions will be asked.
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1) What is the current goat population size in Arikok National Park?
2) Are flora and fauna affected by livestock grazing influence in Arikok National Park?
3) How does livestock grazing influence physical soil properties that affect soil erosion in Arikok
National Park?
a. Does livestock grazing result in water infiltration rate decline?
b. Does differences in soil texture influence water infiltration rate?
c. Does vegetation cover affects water infiltration rate?

3

Conceptual framework
The research will mostly have a biophysical approach, see Figure 1.1, but also a small social
approach. The biophysical approach will be related to a soil erosion approach. The first step within
this biophysical approach is to answer sub question 1 by estimating the goat population in the park.
The next step is to answer sub question 3 by doing field measurements and observations. The
outcomes of the these step will lead to outcomes how goats influence soils.
Sub question 2 will be answered by a social approach. During this step interviews with field experts
are held and an extensive literature research will be done. The social approach will be wrapped up by
giving recommendations how to approach the goat problem in the park see Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.1) Overview of the biophysical
approach research.

Figure 1.2) Overview of the social
approach of the research.
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“ No man is an island, entire of itself; every man is a piece of the continent ”
John Donne

2. Methods and Materials
The method consists out of three parts: collecting data in the field, the data analysis and the
literature review. The sources that were used are Wageningen University library, Arikok Library and
online search engines. Google Scholar (www.scholar.google.com), Science Direct
(www.sciencedirect.com) and Web of Knowledge (www.isiknowledge.com) were used as search
engines. In order to find related articles to the topic the following keywords were used: ‘Goats’,
‘Livestock’, ‘Grazing’, ‘Trampling’, ‘Water infiltration rate’, ‘Soil properties’ and ‘Soil characteristics’.
These words were combined with Boolean search operators AND and OR, and wildcards were used
where possible. Suitable articles were chosen based on abstract, methods and conclusion.

2.1 Study Area
Climate and location
Aruba is located in the south of the Caribbean, 30 kilometres northwest out of the coast of
Venezuelan Peninsula Paraguaná. The geographic coordinates of the island are 12° latitude and 69°
longitude. The islands of Curaçao and Bonaire are located eastwards of Aruba. The distance between
Curaçao and Aruba is about 80 kilometres and the distance between Bonaire and Aruba is 130
kilometres. Aruba is the smallest island of the three Dutch Leeward Islands. Its surface is about 190
km²; 32 kilometres long and a width of maximum of 8 kilometres (van Belle, 2003;Denters, 1979a).
Aruba is situated in the so called ‘Intertropical Convergence Zone’, which means that Aruba has a
semiarid climate. This is characterized by an average temperature of 28 ° C throughout the year. The
minimum temperatures are around 26.5 °C in January, and the
maximum temperatures are around 29 °C in September
(Departamento Meteorologica Aruba, 2012). The annual average
precipitation is 400 mm, with the wettest months from October
through December (Denters, 1979a). The relative humidity is
rather high, namely 70 %. Because of the strong north east trade
winds, the annual evaporation is 1600 mm. The island has a
shortage of rainfall despite the high humidity (Departamento
Meteorologica Aruba, 2012; Denters, 1979a).
About 34 km² of the island is a National Park called Parke
Nacional Arikok, which is almost 18% of the surface of Aruba
(Nooren, 2008). The park is located at the north east side of the
island, see Figure 2.1. The park was established in 2000 and is
now a major destination for tourists (Aruba National Park, 2015I). The park is home to a variety of vegetation and animal species,
like cactuses, bats and birds. The park has no fencing, so goats can
enter the park and graze freely throughout the whole park.
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Figure 2.1) Location of Arikok Nation
Park in Aruba.

Landscape, soils, vegetation
Aruba has a variety in soil types determined by the geology of the island. The island is located along a
fault of the Caribbean plate where volcanic activity occurs. The oldest rocks that are found on the
island are magma rocks: basalt, volcanic tuffs, diabase (Rijksgeologische Dienst, 1996). These rocks
are also located in Arikok National Park (NP) where they are found at the surface. Other parts of the
park are covered with limestone formations in the form of plateaus and terraces, these can be found
mainly in the southern and eastern parts of the park. The western part of the Park is characterized by
diorite.
The volcanic tuff areas weathered into dry sandy soils, while the limestone areas weathered into
finer particle soils like clayey soils which have a higher water holding capacity (Grontmij & Sogreah,
1968). According to the soil classification of Grontmij and Sogreah (1968) the soils in National Park
are classified as “not suited as agricultural or grazing land and partially suited for reforestation to
prevent erosion, collect water and recreational activities”. These soils are located on steep hills and
are characterized by a shallow depth. In general the soils on the hill contain more clay particles and
the soils in the Roois (dry riverbed) more sand particles. When following the Roois in the park, water
and soil particles reach the northeast cost of Aruba, where the landscape changes into desert,
including sand dunes.
Vegetation cover and diversity is influenced by several factors, including geological substrate and soil
properties, trade winds, shortage of rainfall, and overgrazing by small livestock and other
anthropogenic activities (Denters, 1979a).
The vegetation of the NP Arikok is largely characterized by the vegetation type thorny woodland.
Which means it exists mainly of cacti, shrubs and thorny bushes. At the limestone formations, the
vegetation that is detected, is of the dry evergreen bushland vegetation type (Stoffers, 1956). This
vegetation type contains more cacti and less thorny bushes such as Acacia (personal observation,
September, 2015).
The location where vegetation grows influences vegetation cover. At the top and luff side of the hill
the trade winds are strong and vegetation cover is low, while on the leeward side of the hill and in
the Roois vegetation flourishes (Denters, 1979a; personal observation, September, 2015). Oosterhuis
(2016) concluded that the vegetation in Roois are the tallest. Furthermore in the Roois grow the most
vegetation species in general and the most rare species (Oosterhuis, 2016). The available amount of
water influences the vegetation growth strongly. Soils and vegetation need to process intensive
rainfalls in a short term, from October to December. While during the rest of the year water shortage
prevails. Vegetation that is more drought resistant are of the type cacti, shrubs and thorny bushes.
Rare tree species, such as Brasilwood, are old and have trouble with regenerating. This might be
because young plants are eaten by goats (Denters, 197b; Van Belle et al., 2001). This can result in
extinction of rare tree species.
Numerous areas do not have tall or thick vegetation cover patterns but are covered with acacia
shrubs alternated with clearings (personal observation, September, 2015). Not only livestock grazing
caused clearings in vegetation, but also human activities. Brasilwood was cut down by the Dutch in
early centuries in order to rasp it in the so called Rasphouses by prisoners to use as an ingredient for
red paint (Historia di aruba, 2016). Not only Brasilwood was cut, but other vegetation as well. This
was used amongst others in the ship-building industry, to produce charcoal and to use in the chalk
6

ovens (Denters, 1979a).
In the 20th century the vegetation came under pressure due to mining activities, such as stone and
sand extraction. These raw materials were used for building purposes and infrastructure; the
construction of the oil refinery, big hotels and roads. Mining activities in the NP Arikok caused also
thinning of vegetation cover (Denters, 1979a; Hoogeslag, 1995; personal observation, September,
2015). The last decades the vegetation cover is threatened by the tourist activities, such as 4x4
driving in the National Park (Denters, 1979a; personal observation, September, 2015). In the current
situation tourist can ride off-road and therefore impact a larger area of the park. In the northern part
of the park between the entrance ‘Shete’ and the ‘Conchi’ (the natural pool) large groups of tourist
ride here. To make the trip more exciting for tourists, the guides drive off road. Vegetation is
destroyed by driving reckless and developing vegetation does not get a chance to grow under these
circumstances. The park management does not control the individual visitors or the guides of tourist
groups.

History of the goats and Arikok National Park
Goats and other livestock are introduced in Aruba by European settlers. The settlers introduced
donkeys, horses, cattle, pigs, sheep and goats in 16th century in Aruba. The animals were part of an
extensive farming system, which means that the animals roamed freely on the island and had to feed
themselves with the scarce vegetation. The amount of bigger livestock, such as cattle and horses
diminished and the population of goats and sheep increased. The population of goats grew
significantly in the 17th century when the Dutch developed the West India Company and used the
Leeward Islands as an agricultural basis. Due to the large population growth, Aruba was nicknamed
as ‘goat island’ (Historia di aruba, 2016). Since then goat farming became part of the Aruban culture,
for example one of the national dishes of Aruba is cabrito stoba, which is a goat stew.
The nature of Aruba has been threatened by the growth of human and goat populations and the
growth of touristic activities ever since late ‘50’s (Aruba, 2016). During 1960’s and 1970’s the tourist
sector developed further in Aruba. Nature conservation was threatened by all these developments.
Therefore, since the 1960’s there are ideas to develop a national park called ‘Aruba National Park
Jamanota’ (Denters, 1979a; Denters, 1979b). Since 1980 a plan was developed in order to create a
national park around the hills called Jamanota and Arikok, but merely a part of the plan was
implemented then. The development of the rest of the current national park had to wait until the
mid ’90’s. By then the government established a Nature Protection Regulation leading to the
development of the park in its current form. Lastly Arikok National Park was established in 2000 and
in 2003 the park became a foundation (Arikok, 2016).
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2.2 Data collection
The data collection for this research was done during three months, from September till November
2015 in Arikok National Park, Aruba. All measurements were done in the morning between 7.30 am
and 12 am. During this period a very low amount of rainfall (<2mm) was observed; only two rainfall
events were noticed during this period in the NP. Based on this, it can be assumed that rainfall did
not influence the data collection during the fieldwork. The fieldwork can be split up into three
phases: goat population estimation, physical soil property measurements and soil erosion traces
observations. During the data collecting period several interviews with field experts were conducted.
The interviews were held with park managers, researchers and a policy makers in Aruba, Bonaire and
Curaçao.
During the data collection the locations of goat dung counts, soil characteristics measurements and
soil erosion observations were captured in an application called Carry Map Observer on a Samsung
smartphone. This application contains a map of the park so every location was documented including
the coordinates. After the fieldwork was done, the data were analysed using ArcGIS 10.2.1 and SPSS
22

Counting of goat dung
The first phase of the fieldwork existed of an inventory of the goat population and investigating their
preferred areas in Arikok NP. Researching the size of the goat population was done by counting the
amount of only the fresh dung in multiple plots in different areas. Fresh dung is recognized by its
colour, namely black to brown, old goat dung on the other hand has a grey to white colour, see
Figure 2.2. In Bonaire the same method was used in a comparable environment (Geurts, 2015). In
this study the amount of pellets was multiplied by 6.5 to arrive at the amount of goats per km², in
this project the same is assumed.

Figure 2.2) The fresh dung are the dark pellets and the old dung are the white pellets.
Nine areas within the park were visited to count the droppings. In each area several plots were made
and only the droppings in these plots were counted. One plot has a radius of two meters which
results in a surface area of 12.6 m². A rope of two meters was used together with two metal pins to
create the circular plots, see Figure 2.4. In total goat dung was counted in 158 plots. Six out of the
nine areas were selected based upon accessibility and distribution throughout the park. The other
three areas were chosen because a student of Wageningen University, M.A.J. Hoogeslag, already
8

counted goats in this areas in 1995 (Hoogeslag, 1995). Back then an assessment of the goat
population was made for further research and management. The first area is around Arikok, a hill in
the park, the second area is between Rooi Tambu and Rooi Prins, and the last area is a Rooi between
two hills (Jamanota and Gran Tonel). The other six areas were the Quarry, Savaneta, Vader Piet,
Butucu, Conchi and Calcoriti, see Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3) The nine research locations in Arikok National Park, Aruba. With Arikok, Rooi Prins
and Gran Tonel as reference points which Hoogeslag researched in 1995.
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The amount of goat dung per plot was recorded together with the locations in the Carry Map
Observer application. Afterwards these measurements were inserted in an excel file for calculations.
Figure 2.4 shows how a plot looks like.

.

Figure 2.4) Two rangers helping with creating a plot: the red circle shows the metal pin which is the
middle of the plot.

Physical soil properties measurements
Based on the results of the first phase, the second phase was carried out at three types of locations.
Namely; locations where goats graze intensively, where goats graze non intensively and where goats
do not graze at all. This includes the three areas which Hoogeslag (1995) and three areas which were
chosen based on their variability and accessibility: Conchi, Calcoriti and Savaneta. Water infiltration
rates were measured at these six locations.
Infiltration rate was measured in situ with a mini disk infiltrometer (Decagon Devices Inc., 2016a)in
an unsaturated soil. Infiltration rate or hydraulic conductivity of the soil is defined as velocity of
water to infiltrate into the soil. A mini disk infiltrometer is a water tube with two chambers, the
upper and lower chamber, that are both filled with water, see Figure 2.5. The upper chamber
regulates the adjustable suction which lies between 0.5 cm and 7 cm and will not lose water. For this
research, a suction rate of 2 cm was used. The lower chamber will lose water once the permeable
disk at the end of the tube makes contact with the soil, in open air the infiltrometer is not leaking.
The outside of the lower chamber contains a metric scale which shows the amount of water leaving
the infiltrometer. The time was recorded for water to infiltrate in the soil, so the infiltration rate can
be calculated afterwards. Every 30 seconds the amount of water was observed and recorded in a
notebook (Decagon Devices Inc., 2016a).
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Figure 2.5) Mini disk infiltrometer in the field.
The amount of water that left the tube during the measured time allows to calculate the infiltration
rate. The infiltration rate can be calculated by hand and different formulas or by a preprogramed
excel sheet provided by Decagon(Decagon Devices Inc., 2016b)
The hydraulic conductivity for soil (k) can be calculated with the following formula:
where

( ) is a parameter:

. I is cumulative infiltration and

,

( ) is soil sorptivity. In

order to calculate k it is necessary to know the value A. A is a value that is based on the van
Genuchten parameter, because every soil type has its own suction rate and the radius of the
infiltrometer will be taken into account.
The quicker method to calculate the infiltration rate is by using the preprogramed excel sheet which
is provided by Decagon on their website.
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A.

B.

C.
Figure 2.6) A to C: From high vegetation cover to low vegetation cover.
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Environmental variables and soil erosion traces observations
While taking the infiltration samples, other environmental variables were observed. The following
criteria were observed: the steepness of the slope, the quantity of soil surface that is covered by
vegetation, see Figure 2.6, the leeward or luff side of the hill and whether the observed location is in
a Rooi or not. These environmental characteristics will later be used for analysing relationships of
goat presence, infiltration rates and soil erosion observation, see Annex 1. Furthermore, the soil
texture was assessed using the feeling test of Thien (1979), see Annex 2.
During the infiltration measurements, observation on soil erosion features were done. The three
types of erosion features were: stoniness, rills and soil that is built up against a barrier such as trees
or fence posts in other words sedimentation.
Stoniness is an armour layer of coarser stones at the surface. This occurs when finer soil particles are
transported by water or wind and the heavier particles are not. The depth of this layer was estimated
by measuring the stoney layer three times (Stocking & Murnaghan, 2015).
Rills are small channels which drain excessive water. They occur often in series at hill slopes. They
occur when runoff water deepens an existing depression. By measuring the width and depth of a rill,
the amount of soil that is lost and the severity of erosion can be estimated (Stocking & Murnaghan,
2015).
Eroded soil can be trapped against a barrier such as trees and fences. This happens because runoff
water slows down at this point and soil particles can settle down. At this obstruction soil can be build
up during these runoff events. The depth of the trapped soil can give an indication of the amount of
lost soil (Stocking & Murnaghan, 2015). Figure 2.7 shows how sediment was build up at the left side
of the stone.

Figure 2.7) At the left side of the stone soil is built up.
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2.3 Data analyses
After the fieldwork was done, the collected data was analysed in order to draw conclusions. The
interviews and literature were directly read and interpreted. The soil observations and
measurements were first processed with two computer programs before the outcome was read and
interpreting.
The first computer program which was used is ArcGIS. ArcGIS is a Geographical information System,
which is a system that analyses and displays geographical information. The 10.2.1 version of ArcGIS
was used for this research to create clear maps of the research area. The locations of goat dung
counts and the locations of the soil observations and measurements were mapped with the use of
ArcGIS. These locations were already documented with the Carry Map Observer application. This
application can export the locations in a file and ArcGIS can import this file so that an useable maps
were created.
The second computer program which was used for analysing the measured and observed data is SPSS
22. This statistical program was chosen because the measured data are semi randomised samples. It
was tested if the sampled data is representative for the whole study area, because not the whole
study area was measured.
The collected data was analysed with a
statistical test, so that the main research
question can be answered: How does
livestock grazing influence soil and
vegetation of Arikok National Park, Aruba?.
The factor water infiltration rate was tested
for normality, see figure 2.8. The
significance level is lower than 0.001, so it
can be stated that it is 99.9% sure that the
infiltration is not normally distributed, see
Table 2.1. The variable water infiltration
rate is not normally distributed and a
transformation to normality was not
possible. The data was therefore analysed
with the Kruskal Wallis test within SPSS.
The Kruskal Wallis test is used to test
whether there are significant differences
Figure 2.8) Histogram of Water infiltration rates.
between two or more groups of an
independent variable, in terms of the dependent variable (water infiltration rate) (Laerd, 2016).
Annex 4 shows how the decision was made to use the Kruskal Wallis test for to analyse the current
dataset. The Kruskal Wallis test was used multiple times for the three different independent variables
i.e. goat population size, vegetation cover intensity and soil texture classes.

Water infiltration rate

Statistic
0.746

Shaprio-Wilk
df
Sig.
25
.000

Table 2.1 ) Test of normality for Water infiltration rates.
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The results of the Kruskal Wallis test are only valid if four requirements are met. The first
requirement is that the dependent variable is measured at continuous level. The second requirement
is that the independent variable contains two or more groups. The third requirement is that the
observations or samples are taken independent from each other, so that there is no relation in or
between groups. The first three requirements were met immediately. The fourth requirement is how
the distribution of scores for each group of an independent variable is distributed, equally or not.
This was tested with visually checking if the shapes of the scores in a boxplot are the same or
different. The outcome of this check determined how the outcome of the Kruskal Wallis test was
interpreted. When the distributions of the groups have the same shape the Kruskal Wallis test allows
to conclude whether there are differences in the medians of the groups. When the distributions of
the groups do not have the same shape then the Kruskal Wallis test allows to concludes whether
there are differences in distributions of the groups (Laerd, 2016).
Three figures with the three different independent variable will be given in the section below. Each
figure will show the boxplots of all the groups of one variable. The boxplots shows that the
distribution of the water infiltration scores are not similar for all groups of soil texture, as assessed by
visual inspection of the boxplots in Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9) Boxplot of Soil texture groups.
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Figure 2.10 shows that the distribution of the water infiltration scores are not similar for all groups of
goat pressure, as assessed by visual inspection of the boxplots.

Figure 2.10) Boxplot for Goat pressure groups.
Figure 2.11 shows that the distribution of the water infiltration scores are not similar for all groups of
vegetation cover, as assessed by visual inspection of the boxplots.

Figure 2.11) Boxplot for Vegetation cover groups.

All three figures showed that for all the three independent variables the boxplots are not similar
shaped. Therefore, for all independent variables it is applicable to interpret the outcome of the
Kruskal Wallis test as whether there is a difference or not in distribution of two or more groups.
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“Sure we are all made by some secret Power, who formed the e arth and sea, the
air and sky” Daniel Defoe, Robinson Crusoe

3. Results
In this chapter the results which were obtained in Arikok National Park, Aruba are given. The results
are given per sub question: Goat population estimation, interviews and physical soil properties.

3.1 Goat population estimation
Hoogeslag (1995) researched the goat population in Arikok area, he investigated three area’s; Rooi
Prins, Gran Tonel and Arikok. He describes how he counted goat and how he estimated the
population at each side. Table 3.1 shows his results and also own results.
Table 3.1) Goat population size in 1995 and 2015.
Location

Own estimation

Goat population size (per 1 km²) estimated by
Hoogeslag (1995)
Rooi Prins
102
112-140
Gran Tonel
41
30
Arikok
28
37-58
In 1995 Rooi Prins was the location with the highest estimated population as well as during the
observations in 2015. The populations of Gran Tonel and Arikok are lower during both observation
moments. In 1995 around 30 goats were counted at Gran Tonel, 20 year later 41 goats were
estimated here. During the estimation in 1995 37-58 goats were counted around Arikok hill and in
2015 around 28 goats. Overall it can be stated that the goat count in 1995 corresponds with the
estimations of 2015. Figure 3.1 shows a map of all plots per locations which were observed in Arikok
NP in 2015. Table 3.2 shows the amount of plots which were observed for each location. The average
dung count was calculated using all the plots at each location. This dung count average was used to
calculate the number of goats for these locations. The total average amount of goats per 1 km² is 43
goats, which means for the whole park (34 km²) the total estimated goat population would be 1465
goats. An estimation of the total population in 1995 is not given by Hoogeslag.
Table 3.2) Goat population estimation per location.
Locations
Rooi Prins
Gran Tonel
Arikok
Quarry
Savaneta
Vader Piet
Butucu
Conchi
Calcoriti
Total Average

Amount of
observed plots
25
25
25
9
16
20
13
15
10

Average dung
count of all plots
15.6
6.3
4.3
12.6
1.4
6.1
4.8
3.6
1.9
6.6
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SD of dung
count
26.0
11.5
10.2
18.6
5.5
14.1
12.6
9.3
2.4

Goat population
estimations (per 1 km²)
102
41
28
82
9
39
32
23
12
43

Figure 3.1) Map of all goat dung count plots per location in Arikok National Park.
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3.2 Interviews
The impact of goats on flora and fauna are examined based on interviews. Figure 3.2 shows an
overview of the outcomes of the interviews. Goats and other livestock (eg. donkeys) roam freely at
the island and in the park. Goats are non-selective animals, but they do have a preference for certain
vegetation types. However, in times of drought they will also eat less preferred vegetation like
Hubada, Tuna or Cadushi (personal communication de Freitas, 2015). There are some species goats
do not eat, for example the Basora Pretu (Cordia Curassavica) and Cuihi (Prosopis Juliflora) (personal
communication Smitz, 2015). It is not clear if goats do not eat the Walishali (Croton flavens) or only
during rainy season when the leaves are young ( de Freitas, personal communication, October, 2015).
Hence, there are vegetation species which are not affected by goats but there are certain species
that goats do affect. For example, Debrot and de Freitas (1993) compared two study sites in
Christoffelpark in Curaçao. One site where goats could enter and one site where goats could not
enter. Both sites were similar, except that one rock formation was not accessible for goats. The
composition of the vegetation of both sites was significantly different. The rock vegetation where
goats did graze consisted of perennial grasses, cacti and Hubada, while the other rock vegetation
contained of Bromeliads and Orchids (de Freitas, personal communication, October, 2015). The
Bromeliads are not a preferred vegetation species for goats to eat, but these species are sensitive for
trampling by goats (Debrot & de Freitas, 1993).
In Arikok NP Hubada is a widespread vegetation type. Goats are widespread through the park as well.
At first sight this coherence can be interpreted negatively: the more goats graze in an area, the more
monotonous the vegetation looks like. However, de Freitas and van Buurt (personal communication,
October, 2015) both explained what is happening in Arikok NP. In the past the soils of Arikok were
more bare than they are nowadays. Nowadays Hubada is a widespread vegetation specie in the park.
According to de Freitas and van Buurt (personal communication, October, 2015) this is not because
goats destroyed all other vegetation but because they spread the seeds of the Hubada. Furthermore,
Hubada vegetation provides shade and physical protection for other seedlings, so other vegetation
types can get a change to prosper in the heat of Aruba and along the goats of Aruba. In the end,
vegetation can become more diverse.
In Christoffel park Curaçao the goat population was dramatically decreased during the ‘90’s. The
former park manager Chris Smitz systematically shot and trapped goats. The population was reduced
till 0.1 goat per hectare (van Buurt & Debrot, 2012; Smitz, personal communication, October, 2015).
With this population size the vegetation was able to regenerate. The improvement of vegetation was
significant in both vegetation cover and species richness (van Buurt & Debrot, 2012).
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It is clear that when goat population is not decreased, amongst other shooting or trapping,
vegetation cover will be diminished. By grazing, goats destroy the habitat and food supply of other
animals. A good example of these is the fact that goats gnaw on the Cadushi cacti, which kills the
plant. The flowers of this cacti is an important source of food for bats and birds (van Buurt & Debrot,
2012).

Figure 3.2) Overview of the relations of goats and their environment.

While goats influences other fauna by grazing they also impact the fauna in the park by trampling.
The Aruban rattlesnake (Crotalus unicolor), in Aruba known as Cascabel, can be injured or killed by
the hooves of the goats and donkeys. The problem of the Cascabel protects itself during a threat by
giving warnings with their rattle, they do no flee. It is determined by Reinart et al. (1995, 2002) that
goats do not see the rattle as a warning and trample the snakes.
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3.3 Effects of livestock grazing on physical soil properties that affect
soil erosion
Throughout the park water infiltration rates are measured and soil erosion features were observed.
Figure 3.3 shows the locations of the measurements and observations. These areas corresponds with
dung count areas.

Figure 3.3) Locations of the water infiltration rate measurements and soil erosion features
observations.
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Kruskal Wallis test outcome
The Kruskal Wallis test was carried out to define if there was a difference in average water infiltration
rates between the groups that differed in soil texture, see Table 3.4. The same was applied for the
other two independent variables: Goat pressure and vegetation cover, see Table 3.5 and Table 3.6.
Table 3.4 shows how the water infiltration rates differ per soil texture: the mean ranks diverge from
3.00 to 23.00.
Table 3.4) Test Statistics of the Kruskal Wallis test for Water infiltration and Soil texture.
Water infiltration
rate

Soil texture

N

Mean Rank

Clay loam
Loam
Loamy sand
Sand
Sandy clay
Sandy clay loam
Sandy loam
Silt loam
Total

5
1
3
2
4
2
7
1
25

9.20
6.00
16.33
23.00
8.5
18.00
15.00
3.00

Table 3.5 shows the outcome of the Kruskal Wallis test. The three groups that differ in their level of
goat pressure are the 8-13 goats per km2 with n=10, the 23-28 goats per km2 with n=5 and the 40102 goats per km2 with n=10, see table 3.3.6.The average water infiltration rates decreased from the
group 8-13 (mean rank 12.3) to the group 23-28 (mean rank 8.8) and increased for the group 40-102
(mean rank is 15.9).
Table 3.5) Test statistics for the Kruskal Wallis test of Water infiltration and Goat pressure.
Water
infiltration rate

Goat pressure (goats per
km²)
8-13
23-28
40-102
Total

N

Mean Rank

10
5
10
25

12.20
8.80
15.90

For the last independent variable, the vegetation cover, the Kruskal Wallis test was used, see Table
3.6. Water infiltration rates are ’generally’ higher for the vegetation cover group High than for the
other groups, with the highest mean rank of 18.67.
Table 3.6) Test statistics for the Kruskal Wallis test of water infiltration and Vegetation cover.
Water infiltration rate

Vegetation cover
Low
Low-middle
Middle
Middle-high
High
Total

N
6
5
10
1
3
25
22

Mean Rank
12.83
13.2
12.2
4.00
18.67

Table 3.7) Kruskal Wallis test statistics.
Water infiltration
rate
Chi-square
df
Asymp. Sig

Soil texture

Vegetation cover

Goat Pressure

11.327
7
0.125

3.399
4
0.493

3.299
2
0.192

Although the water infiltration rates differ for the groups of all three independent variables, the
differences in distributions were not statistically significantly, see Table 3.7. The distribution of water
infiltration rates were not statistically significant different for each soil texture class (P>0.05):
and P=0.125. The distribution of water infiltration was not significant different
across categories of vegetation cover (P>0.05):
and P=0.493. The differences of
infiltration rates between the groups of goat pressure were not statistically significant with
and P=0.192.
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“Thus, we never see the true state of our condition till it is illustrated to us by
its contraries, nor know how to value what we enjoy, but by the want of it”
Daniel Defoe, Robinson Crusoe

4. Discussion
In this discussion section the value of the research results and the conclusion will be discussed and
interpreted. Every research has its limitations, this applies to this research as well. The results of this
research are based on different kind of sources. The level of source content, and thus the reliability,
differs from scientific publications till the level of objectivity of the researcher. The outcome of the
research is of interest for everyone who is interested in the problem of freely roaming goats in a
national park. It describes the relation between goats and soil and vegetation. It shows how a
population of goats can be estimated quickly. The research did not proof that water infiltration rates
are influenced by the presence or absence of goats. However, according to interviews with de Freitas
and Smitz, goats do influence vegetation composition and cover.

4.1 Fieldwork conditions
The locations for goat dung count and water infiltration rate measurements were not selected
entirely randomly. Only accessible locations were selected. Some areas were not accessible because
the vegetation, namely big Cadushi cacti, was too dense. Other areas were not accessible because hill
slopes were too steep to safely measure water infiltration rates. Furthermore, locations were not
chosen based on variety in geology characteristics or differences in vegetation species. Only easy
accessible locations were used for the dung count. These locations are easy accessible for goats as
well. Consequently, the research locations may contain more goat dung than other areas. This may
have led to an overestimation of the goat population. However, the counting method was based on
the research of Geurts (2015) in Bonaire. Geurts (2015) proofed this method was reliable. Therefore,
it was assumed that the method was also reliable in the case of Aruba. The comparison of the three
locations between the results of Hoogeslag (1995) and results of this research shows that the
population numbers corresponds. This similarity indicates that the dung count method is a reliable
method for estimating the goat population in Aruba.
The scientific literature, on which this research is based, gave examples of studies in which the
relation between livestock and changes physical soil properties was tested. It can be imagined that a
cow affects physical soil properties more than a small goat. Mwendera and Saleem (1997) and
Castellano and Valone (2010) researched how cattle influence the soil, while Zhou et al. (2010)
researched how goats and sheep influence soil properties. Mwendera and Saleem (1997) concluded
that cattle trampling significantly reduces water infiltration. Castellano and Valone (2010) concluded
that long term exclusion of cattle results in increasing of water infiltration rate. Zhou et al. (2010)
concluded that the water infiltration rate was higher in the ungrazed plots than in the grazed plots. In
this research goats were the animals that may influence the soil instead of cattle.
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However, it is not proven that goats influence soil properties in the case of Aruba. Mwendere and
Saleem (1997), Castellano and Valone (2010) and Zhou et al. (2010) all showed that both cattle and
goat affect soil properties by trampling. Hence, goats may affected soil properties in the other case
studies, but it is just not proven for case of Aruba. This can be due to research design. Or the
relationship can simply not be proven in Arikok because the soils are already quite compact.

4.2 Data Analyses
The Kruskal Wallis test was used for the data analysis. This test was chosen because the dependent
variable, water infiltration rate, was not normally distributed. Furthermore, it was not possible to
transform this variable into a normal distribution. The test is a non-parametric test. Non-parametric
tests are less powerful test than parametric tests. It can happen that an incorrect -hypothesis is
less likely to reject. This is caused because the measurement levels are lower and if necessary the
variable will be lowered to a categorical measurement level. Besides, the sample size was small with
25 samples. The smaller the number of samples is, the harder to check whether the distributions of
the boxplots are equal or not (Laerd, 2016). Likewise, the smaller the sample size, the weaker the
power of the test is.
The independent variable goat pressure contains three groups, while in six locations infiltration was
measured. The numbers of these six locations were joined into the three groups. By using fewer
groups in the Kruskal Wallis test, the power of the test decreases. But this decision was made with a
reason. When six groups would have been used, every group would have contained one observation
only. By joining groups the chances are bigger that there are significant differences.
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“I might well say now indeed, that the latter end of Job was better than the
beginning” Daniel Defoe, Robinson Crusoe

5. Conclusion
Based upon relevant literature research, interviews with experts, fieldwork observations, data
collection and extensive data analysis an answer will be given to the main research question: How
does livestock grazing influence soil and vegetation of Arikok National Park, Aruba?
According to the structured goat dung counts and calculations, the current goat population in the
park is estimated at 1465 goats. This corresponds to 43 goats per 1km2 or to 0.43 goat per hectare.
Van Buurt and Debrot (2012) and Smitz (personal communication, October, 2015) all suggest that
when the goat population was decreased to 0.1 goat per hectare the vegetation in Christoffelpark in
Curaçao regenerated again. This means that a maximum of 10 goats per km² are allowable. Thus, for
Arikok NP with a size of 34 km² a total maximum of 340 goats is preferable.
Goats have an influence on vegetation. Debrot and de Freitas (1993) compared two similar areas in
Christoffelpark, Curaçao: one that is accessible to goats and one that is not accessible to goats. Only
in the area which was not accessible for goats, Bromeliads and Orchids were found. These are rare
species for the whole island. In the accessible area perennial grasses, cacti and Hubada were the
dominated species. These species are not rare. The Bromeliads could grow in this spot because these
species were not trampled by goats. Goats do certainly affect the vegetation by grazing and
trampling.
A statistical analysis is made based on the three independent variables, soil texture, goat pressure
and vegetation and the dependent variable water infiltration rate. There was no significant
difference in average water infiltration rates between the different groups of the three variables: Soil
texture, goat pressure and vegetation cover. Thus, within the limits of this study, the methods used
and the analysis executed we could not reject the null hypothesis that soil texture has no effect on
infiltration rate. There was likewise no difference in infiltration rates for the areas with different
quantity of vegetation cover. This means, within the context of this study and its methodology, that
areas with the low, middle and high quantity of vegetation cover did not differ in infiltration rate.
Given the number of replicates, the methods used, and the sampling design it could not be shown
that water infiltration rates were statistically different for areas differing in goat density.
Thus, according to the current data set and analyses there is no statistically significant proof that
goats influence physical soil properties, water infiltration rate or soil cover. However, this may be
due to limitations in the study design. More extensive observations and more advanced statistical
analyses that take into account interactions between aforementioned variables may still show
negative effects of goats on soil and vegetation.
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“The larger the island of knowledge, the longer the shoreline of wonder”
Ralph W. Stockman

6. Recommendations and further research
In response of the research, recommendations will be given for further research and for practical
solutions of the goat problem in Arikok National Park. Arikok National Park is a beautiful park which
needs protection in order to conserve flora and fauna for future generations.

6.1 Recommendations
During the interview with de Freitas (personal communication, 2015) it became clear that
regeneration of vegetation is possible. In Curaçao vegetation recovered after goats were eradicated
in the 1990’s. Currently in Bonaire goats are removed from the Washington Slagbaai Park. It is tested
in this national park how vegetation regenerates when goats are excluded. In the park enclosure
were made which goats cannot enter. The theory is that when a small plot has better vegetation than
its surrounding birds are attracted to these enclosures for food (de Freitas, personal communication,
2015). Subsequently birds can spread seeds from these enclosures to the surroundings. In this way
vegetation recovery starts at these plots and will develop throughout the park. With this method the
nature recover itself, and not too much human interactions is needed. It might work for Arikok park
as well, but only when goats don’t eat or destroy the seedling outside the enclosures. Although in
Curaçao vegetation is recovered after removal of goats, the vegetation recovery can react differently
in Aruba. Aruba has slightly a different climate with less precipitation and the park has steeper hills
which are more sensitive to erosion.
The example of Curaçao shows that it is important for vegetation recovery that goats are removed or
their numbers diminished to a very low amount. Campbell (2005) describes the different methods to
eradicate goats from islands. Hunting is the most common method to eradicate goats, other methods
are poisoning, trapping, biocontrol (by dogs), or the use of a Judas goat. Chris Smitz (personal
communication, October, 2015) explained how he eradicated goats out of Christoffelpark in Curaçao:
he shot goats systematically. In Bonaire a less radical method is used: the goats are trapped and sold.
In Bonaire this method is working well, because the goats do not have an owner.
Whatever method is used to remove goats from the park, it is important that goats stay out of the
park in order for vegetation to recover. In the General Police Regulations it is stated in article 67a
that everyone is authorized when he or she finds livestock without permission on their property to
bring livestock to a special stable (Governance, 2013). Arikok NP could make use of this legislation.
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6.2 Further research
In the future all kind of environmental and social research can be done for benefitting the
conservation of Arikok National Park.
Vegetation recovery is an important issue that needs to be addressed, but soils are important to
plants. A good developed soil will help will vegetation recovery. But soils are eroded in Arikok NP, for
future management it might be interested that to create an Erosion Risk Map. This map can be made
with a program like ARCgis, Qgis or MapInfo. This map shows which areas are more sensitive to
erosion and which areas are less. This can be useful to know when a manager wants to recover
vegetation in certain areas.
More research on soil depth or soil bulk density could be useful. According to literature soil bulk
density is a soil property whereupon goats have a significant influence. Soil bulk density is a
characteristic which influences vegetation recovery. But measuring soil bulk density with the 100 cc
ring method is difficult because soils are already quite compact. A method that might work in Aruba
is the soil clod method.
In order to increase the power of a statistical test the sample size should be increased as well. For
further research this means that increasing the number of replicates with the mini disk infiltrometer
will lead to a more powerful test results.
The goat population that is counted in this research is an estimation. An different method can be
used to gain a more precise estimation: a drone can make aerial pictures. On the basis of the pictures
the amount of goats would be counted by hand. The minimal estimated amount goats can then be
compared with the estimation of the dung count.
For further research a greater approach might by a good idea. The focus of this research was more
soil related. A new research could focus on the whole ecosystem of Arikok NP, thus to study the
relation between goats, vegetation and soil.
Another option for further research could be to research the possible ways to remove goats.
Campbell and Donlan (2005) describe the possible methods of how to remove goats from an island.
Furthermore, a stakeholder-analyses of different interested parties would be desirable. Goat owners,
Arikok park management, the Department of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries and other
organisations all have different interest in the problem of overgrazing in the national park. Examining
which goat removal method is the most desirable method for all the parties can then be done.
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Annexes
Annex 1) Field form for water infiltration rates and soil erosion
observations
Infiltration
Time (s)

Features
Stone bunds
Erosion

Water level 1 (mL)

How to
measure
Observation
(photographs)

Indicators

Rills

Gullies

Water level 2 (mL)

Water level 3 (mL)

Results
Size
Width:
..... cm/dm/m
Depth
..... cm/dm/m
Width:
..... cm/dm/m
Depth
..... cm/dm/m
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Occurrence (1-3)(rare-frequently)

Deposition

Measure with
equipment

Stoniness
(armour
layer)
Sedimentation
behind
structure

Depth:
..... cm/dm/m
Depth:
..... cm/dm/m

Field location

GPS coordinate:

Date:
Photo no:

Side of the hill

Leeward/Luff

Position rooi
Slope
Soil texture
Vegetation cover
Trampling traces
Grazing traces on
vegetation
On/off path

At bottom of rooi/ at slopen of rooi/ not at rooi

Low/Middle/High
No/Yes. If yes, which?
No/Yes. If yes, which?
On/off
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Annex 2) Soil texture by feeling
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Annex 3) Interviews
30-09-2015 interview with Santa Rosa, Department of Agriculture, Livestock and Fishery
Santa Rosa uitdaging: zij promoveren veeteelt. Nu land vh park, maar vroeger was het land
beschikbaar voor veeteelt. Sinds het park er is, is er geen goed alternatief gekomen voor
geitenhouders om hun geiten te onderhouden. Geiten houden hoort bij de cultuur van Aruba, toen
ze het terrein van het huidige park moesten verlaten kregen ze geen compensatie, daarom is de
oude generatie geitenhouders star. Maar nog vroeger werden de geiten gehouden bij de cunucu’s .
Nu ’s ochtends water bij de het nachtverblijf, overdag kunnen de geiten vrij rondgrazen en ’s avonds
zouden ze weer terug moeten komen. Vroeger werd dat gedrag van ’s avonds terugkeren naar stal
bevorderd door geiten maïs te voeren. Santa Rosa wil samenwerking met DOW om een mais
plantage op te zetten om dit goedkoop aan geitenhouders te kunnen verkopen. Nu nemen houders
een risico door ze vrij te laten grazen (ze kunnen worden gestolen), dit is goedkoper dan de geiten
binnen te houden en ze te moeten voeren. Santa Rosa zegt dat er minder geiten zijn nu dan 10-15
jaar geleden, de oude generatie geitenhouders sterven. Vroeger had één boer zo 300 a 400 geiten.
San Nicolaas houder de meeste geiten van het eiland.

Interview questions used with John de Freitas, Gerad van Buurt and Chris Smitz. The other people
who were interviewed were open interviews.
1) Is het zinvol om geiten in bepaalde delen vh park wel toe te staan en andere niet ten
opzichte van vegetatie herstel?
2) Of zeg je helemaal geen geiten meer in het park? Een bepaalde populatie heeft nauwelijks
invloed op vegetatie verlies? (klein genoeg?) Maar paar enclosures maken (9mx9m) om
vanuit daar vegetatie herstel te bevorden om te zien hoe vegetatie zich zal herstellen (voor
onderzoek)
3) Ik heb in een artikel van u gelezen dat er in Christoffelpark Curacoa geitenpopulatie
gecontroleerd wordt door fencing and shooting. (New plant records for Bonaire and the
Dutch Caribbean islands, 2013)( In Curacao the abovementioned and also other rare species
have ample seedlings and saplings due to stringent control of goats in the Christoffelpark
(fencing out and shooting)).
Brnegt geit naar abboitoire, te vermoeiend al fencing en vangen v geiten. Duurt lang om ze te
vangen. Geweer was sneller. Het was toendertijd drastisch verminderd. Sinds Chris weg is
komen de geiten langzaam weer terug. Toen Chris fanatiek vezig was zeg je zeldzame soorten
zelgfs langs de wegen opkomen. Enclosures maken en dagelijk checken. Vangen van geiten
met water was te arbeidsintensief of te wisselende vangst.
a. Zijn er nu helemaal geen geiten?
b. Sinds wanneer?
c. Wat is de geschiedenis?
d. Hadden de geiten een eigenaar of waren het verwilderde geiten?
e. Was het moeilijk om draagkracht te krijgen om ze te mogen af te schieten?
f. Hoe ging dat in zijn werk?
g. En zie je nu vegetatie herstel?
h. Zijn er weer nieuwe geiten in het park?
i. En de hekken?
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j. Blijven die heel?
k. worden ze vaak gecontroleerd op beschadigingen?
4) Gerard van Buurt, 2012 (Exotic and invasive terrestrial and freshwater animal species in the
Dutch Caribbean ) : Since 1993, goats have been structurally caught and removed from the
Christoffelpark in Curaçao thereby reducing densities rapidly to about 0.1 goat per hectare (C
Schmitz, pers. comm.)
5) Zelfde artikel van Gerard: Goat control in Curaçao and recent results with goat exclosures on
Bonaire show that rapid vegetation recovery is feasible. In wat voor termijnen moet ik
denken als het gaat om vegetatie herstel?2, 5,10 jaar? Exclosure van Dolfi: aantal jaar/5 jaar.
Dolfi heeft er twee waar hij er planten zijn geplant, is bij een bron dus waar er water is kan
vegetatie snel herstellen .
6) Welke vegetatie heeft de voorkeur voor geiten? Verschillende artikelen gelezen dat geiten
pas aan cacti gaan eten in droge periodes..
13/10/2015 John de Freitas, researcher at Carmabi
Hubada is een pioniers soort en wordt vervangen door nieuwe soorten. Jaren 90 kaler, dus
waarschijnlijk door meerdere geiten. Nu minder geiten volgens de Freitas en krijgt hubada de kans,
of minder gebruik van het park. ’90 waarschijnlijk minder geiten, maar moesten wel daar veel lopen
op voedsel te krijgen. Geiten toen bonsai planten achtige, worden dus beetje bij gesnoeid door vreet
acties van geiten. Geiten liepen lange afstanden en vraten alles aan. ’90 richting Isla mooiste stuk qua
vegetatie, meeste soorten (daar waar ik geen keutels heb gevonden), veel bomen daar. Aruba is
droger, dus vegetatie zal niet helemaal overeenkomen. Er zijn hier rotsen waar nooit geiten zijn
gekomen, daar is de vegetatie duidelijk anders dan rotsen waar wel geiten komen. Zoal brochilia en
orchidien die op de grond groeien. Rotsen met geit alleen eenjarige grassen en hubada. In tijd zonder
geiten is vegetatie veel beter ontwikkeld en wordt water ook beter vastgehouden. En zal vegetatie
zich ook weer meer groeien. Curaçao krijgt 100 mm per jaar meer regen. Vegetatie hier veel beter
geweest dan Aruba. Op betere plekken waar vegetatie ongestoord kan groeien kan er woodland
vegetatie groeien. Als er erosie optreedt is verarming van bodem en zal vegetatie weer achteruit
gaan. In droge tijd de speciale vegetatie in enclosures niet te veel water geven, dan komen alle
beesten erop af en zal zo n plant niet kunnen regenereren. In Bonaire zijn alle hoge heuvels kaal
gevroten door geiten. Freitas/dolfi/studenten: Arme vegetatie minder regeneratie dan bij rijke
vegetatie in enclosure en rondom de enclosure. Theorie: rijke vegetatie trekt vogels aan , meer
vogelverkeer, meer uitwerpselen en zaden verspreiding, meer soorten in zo n gebied. Deze
enclosures zijn wel blijven staan. Dit is van 4 en 5 maand terug. Via Pim die rapporten opvragen.
Waarom zijn sommige zeldzamer zijn dan andere, door geiten of anders? Sommige soorten zijn
sowieso al zeldzaam. Bilsia groet in pot maar niet in grond, heeft met bodemsoort/ph te maken?
Misschien ook wel door geiten. Zijn soorten die niet pe se op een bepaalde bodem groeien.
Geitenkeutels veranderen de bodem niet. Kwaliteit van bodem maakt niet uit studie uit ’60, maar
water! Hier aride bodem, weinig humus. Verstoring door erosie, duurt erg lang voordat bodem weer
rijk is aan organisch materiaal. de Freitas denkt dat beter ontwikkeld vegetatie voor verrijking, door
beschutting tegen de zon bijvoorbeeld. Krijgen fragiele soorten meer kans om te overleven. Idee
vanuit rijkere gebieden om vegetatie te herstellen. Vegetatie strips (door wind) Dat daar achter
enclosures maken om vegetatie te laten herstellen. Dus zelf de natuur zich laten herstellen. Wanneer
bomen groot genoeg zijn kan je enclosrues opschuiven wanneer geiten er geen invloed op hebben.
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Emil: delen vh park 0 geiten, en delen vh park wel wat geiten toe te laten om houders tegemoet te
komen -> de Freitas hier tpen he park werd beginnen dat wanneer houders oud en dood gaan geen
gieten meer houden in die gebieden. Maar Aruba nu nieuwe generatie die beginnen/overnemen
geitenhouderij. Curaçao geiten thuis houden hier nu in een intensievere vorm en voedsel te geven.
Misschien bepaalde planten en grassen kweken. Je zit mensen appeldam kappen en gras plukken
voor hun vee/geiten te verzamelen. Geiten gaan pas over op cacti in droge periodes. Persoda preto
eten ze niet. Presodapreto, stoffen die in de bladeren zit. Wadisari, die lekker ruikt misschien niet. In
regen tijd de jonge bladeren daarvan wel.. ??Hier weinih kalksteen vegetatie, wel diabaas vegetatie
.In noorden met name langs wegen Cer tinto naar links naar uitgang, begint diabaas stuk??
Van kale gebied naar hubada: hubada geeft schaduw dus daaronder kan andere vegetatie beginnen
te groeien. Daar onder kan je beter nieuwe planten. Volgens de Freitas biedt hubada kansen voor
vegetatie herstel. Uiteindelijk wordt hubada vervangen door andere soorten. Maar er is geen
beschrijving van zo n hubada naar ander vegetatie cyclus. Geiten verspreiden de zaden van de
hubada.
14-10-2015 Christoffelpark Head ranger Cyrill Kooistra
Chris Smitz (old manager) started with shooting goats in the ‘80s and ‘90s. Capturing the goats is too
much work and this method does not provide sufficient amount of goats. At one moment the
government noticed the positive effect of goat eradication and a law was made that stated goats are
only allowed on own property, it is not allowed anymore to let you goats roam free. Nowadays goats
are still shot in the park. There are two parts in the park Christoffelpark and Boka Shete. In Boka
Shete there are still goats grazing, which can be seen because of vegetation degradation.
15-10-2015 Christoffelpark Park manager Sabine Berendse
The ranger who shoot the goats has retired. Nowadays the neighbour come in to shoot goats in the
park. The goat owners around the park are nature minded and understand why it is necessary not to
let the goats graze in the park. Nowadays the goat owners now that goats are not allowed in the park
and that they will be shot when they are seen in the park. In Boka Shete area goats are tolerated
because in the past this area was appointed as a grazing area. In this area the goats of multiple
owners graze freely, so the park does not know which goat belongs to which owner. Normally when
we notice goats in the park, for example in Wayaco area, we call the owner and ash him/her to
collect his goats.
18-10-2015 Evo the goat collector in Washington Slagbaai Park
Evo Works for Stinapa and every weekend Evo and his team come to Washington Slagbaai Park to
capture the goats in small set up enclosures. At the end of the weekend the goats are sold on a small
auction at the entrance of the park. Since last march they captured around 700 goats. 3 weekends of
the month they go to the Slagbaai area, and one weekend per month to the Washington side. Every
weekend they go to another place to set up the enclosure to capture the goats. In the Washington
area there is one man with grazing rights, he also hires Evo to capture his goats to sell them once a
month. Stinapa would like to buy the rights if this man. Stinapa is paying Evo and his men 8 dollar per
goat, the benefits of the auction goes to Stinapa. The idea is to capture as many goats as necessary
so they don’t have an impact on vegetation. The exact amount of goats that need to be captured is
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unknown, Dolfi Debrot and students do research about it. The park has fencing now so no new goats
can come into the park. The goats in the Slagbaai area are owned by government. For the future the
population need to be controlled every once in a while. Capturing goats instead of shooting them is a
lot more work, but in this way the opinion of the public is taken into account. This is how you stay in
good contact with the community. Shooting goats is a waste of the lives, capturing and selling the
goats is not.
18-10-2015 George head ranger Washington Slagbaai Park
He likes to cooperate with the local people and to involve them. Problems are not caused by nature
but by people, thus also the goat problem is not to blame on the goats but on the people. But people
should also grow their own fodder for goats. This year is a really dry year, just like 1977 and people
should take care of their goats by growing food for them. It is important that the kunuku’s get their
own source of water so farmers can grow their own fodder. The amount of goats in the park is
getting better, since they start to capture goats actively on 15 march 2015, 740 goats were captured
(until 29 September 2015). 366 Goats were male, and 374 goats were female. George is positive
about the effects, he clearly sees less goats in the park during his control walks. George notice where
the mot goats are grazing at the moment and decides at which place the next enclosure is built to
capture the goats. Since 2009, when they started capturing goats, 1367 goats are eradicated.
19-10-2015 Michaele Roberts, Postgraduate.
Doing a PhD study in collaboration with Echo Bonaire. Studying the cross benefits analysis of grazing
impacts. Since 2013 Echo Bonaire has an enclosure of 100m x 100 m to protect and conserve habitat
for parrots. Normally goats go out in the morning and come back at night, in the north (is national
park), this is not the case, there it is about feral goats. In Bonaire there is a law that prohibited goat
owners to let their goats graze off their property. But this law is not controlled. Owners need
help/subsidy to make the transition to from letting their goats roam freely to keep them in an
enclosure around the farm. Keeping the goats at the farm means that the owner has to provide
fodder for the animals. This is where farmers need help with. They can’t afford to buy fodder. The
pilot that provides the farmers with waste water to grow their own fodder is not sufficient.
19-10-2015 Chris Smitz, Head manager Christoffelpark, Curaçao
Hij begon 1982 en voor ’90 was hij klaar. Al na 1 jaar zag hij verschil in vegetatie, vooral na
regenseizoen.
Tuna en hubada zijn pioniers, komen snel terug. Na dat geiten zijn verwijderd is zon de ergste vijand
om bos terug te laten groeien.
Geiten lokken: kijk in het park rond waar ze rondhangen. Dan zet er een bak water, zodat ze er echt
blijven voor 10 dagen, maak dan een trap erom heen en laat het open, raken ze gewend aan. En dan
weer 10 dagen later vang ze! (bonaire, voor de tijd die hij daar werkte)
Curaçao: niemand mag legaal schieten. Maar legale manier duurt gewoon te lang.
Tip: combinatie van verschillende methodes: judas vrouwtje geit, schieten, vallen zetten.
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Bonaire: Heesterlaag verdwenen, quinie wordt niet gegeten. Aloë en agave wordt aangevreten, maar
dat wordt als laatste gegeten door geiten en ezels.
Curaçao: al 30 jaar wordt er nagedacht, onderzocht, aan tafel zitten met stakeholders (die er eigenlijk
niet meer zijn, er zijn geen echte geitenhouders meer). Meer vanuit politiek plaatje dat er
‘stakeholder’s zijn, is voor stemmen tijdens stemming. When goats are illegal in park then there are
no stakeholders. Curaçao iets met oude begrazingsrechten. Jaren 40/50 geen plantage mee: houders
deden de hekken open en de geiten wandelde het park in. Ze claimden grazingsrechten. Geen echte
rechten. Politieke redenen dat het niet lukte om geiten uit het park te krijgen. Hij heeft een lijst met
houders te maken om de overheid te gaan vertellen dat deze mensen echt van de geiten leven. Maar
geen! Leefden echt vd geiten. (dit speelden in de ’80). Meeting met houders om ze te vertellen dat ze
eigenlijk geen rechten hadden, ze dachten van wel (gewoonterecht). Wilden ze vertellen om hun
geiten uit het park te houden. Goats are illigal in het park. Park belongs to everyone en niet tot 25
houders. Hij wilde graag samenwerking met de houders… en bleef praten met overheid. Stinapa,
Carmabi had to follow the official way, maar dat werkte dus niet volgens Chris. Overeenkomst met
de houders om de geiten er uit te krijgen. Krijgt smoesjes als dat ze de mankracht niet hebben om ze
te verwijderen, maar park heeft rangers. Park betaalde ook voor hekken als dat de smoes was. 100
acres/40ha to the goat owners om voedsel te verblijven, plus bron plus windenergie. Na meer gebla
om echt op 1 dag te beginnen met geiten te schieten. Die dag hebben ze flink wat geiten geschoten.
Everyone who wants to shot the goats got a permit of him. Ze schoten ook de oren kapot om de
eigenaarschap te verdoezelen. Niet iedereen was blij met hem, zijn auto is beschoten en hij ook.
Maar na 3 a 4 jaar was het weer rustig. Houders leven niet van de geiten en ze hebben ook geen
rechten op het park, dus hij zag het als zijn goed recht om het park te beschermen. Als de geit de
dood is mocht je hem meenemen, maar niemand wou een geit gaan dragen voor uren. Je kan traps
maken met water en ze lokken. Maar schieten gaat vele malen sneller. Per keer 100-200 geiten. Eens
in de zoveel maand..
Bonaire: het is niet in de traditie om ze te schieten. Dat is wat ze zeggen, want ondertussen schieten
ze de geiten illegaal in het park.
Je kan van 25 geiten leven hier als je er goed voor zorgt, ervaring door Chris hemzelf, als je ook maar
de juiste ras hebt. Die kan je zelf fokken in 3 a 4 generaties.
Belangrijk om op te letten wie er werkelijk 100% van de geiten leeft.
Blijven praten heeft geen zin, maar onderzoek ook niet. Er moet iemand zijn die de job begint.
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Annex 4) Statistical test flow chart
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